The sense strand pre-cleaved RNA duplex mediates an efficient RNA interference with less off-target and immune response effects.
RNA interference is an appealing and promising therapeutic approach in cancer and other diseases. Designing novel strategies aiming to increase the efficiency, duration, and reduce the off-target silencing by sense strand is of great significance for its future application clinically. Here, we report that RNA duplex with the sense strand pre-cleaved at the base between base 10 and 11 relative to the 5' end of the antisense strand induced a target-specific RNA silencing effectively. Furthermore, different from the canonical RNA duplex, this novel RNA duplex rarely inhibits the luciferase activity in the reporter, bearing the target sequence corresponding to the sense strand, suggesting a less off-target effects of this novel strategy. Furthermore, the immune response of the novel RNA duplex induced a much milder immune response as seen from the NFkappaB activity. In addition, our newly designed RNA duplex should be easier for preservation than the asymmetric RNA duplex. Our results establish a novel method to design a new class of RNA duplex for improved RNA interference.